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Pressure measurement unit for determining fluid pressure within
medical disposables

Field of invention

The present invention relates to pressure measurement in medical devices, for

instance in a disposable.

State of the art

The interface of a disposable with a medical device requires technical solutions

which should be simple and reliable. Specifically for measurement purposes, the

design must insure the functionality and controllability. A pressure transducer

must be protected against damaging. The mechanical engagement between

disposable and instrument should be performed and controlled by the instrument.

Any malfunction should be reported to the user.

The current technical solutions are not able to fulfil all necessary requirements.

Initially, their design was made for the use in clinical environments and to be

handled by medical staff and not for example at patient's home environments.

There is therefore a need to improve the pressure measurement of fluid in

medical devices.

General description of the invention

The above cited problem is solved with the present invention which concerns a

fluid pressure measuring unit for medical devices comprising a medical fluid

chamber defined by rigid walls and one elastic wall. The medical fluid chamber

comprises a medical fluid inlet and a medical fluid outlet. The fluid pressure

measuring unit furthermore comprises a pressure transducer having a planar

measuring surface, said elastic wall and said planar measuring surface being

parallel and separated by a fluid tight chamber.



Advantageously the elastic wall and the transducer are mechanically contacting

each others through at least one rigid element and one elastic element .

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the external face of the elastic wall

contains a sealing protrusion on its periphery. The sealing protrusion is adapted to

insure a fluid tight sealing between the elastic wall and the rigid element.

Preferably, the elastic wall and the planar measuring surface are horizontal but

those elements can also be vertical.

In one embodiment the sealing protrusion has an annular shape and is extending

vertically.

In another embodiment the sealing protrusion has also an annular shape but is

extending horizontally.

In another embodiment the fluid tight chamber comprises a ventilation channel. A

electromagnetic may be advantageously at the outlet of the ventilation channel.

Preferably, the fluid tight chamber comprises a circular groove on its lateral wall.

The circular groove is designed to act as a ventilation chamber.

Detailed description of the invention

The invention is discussed below in a more detailed way with examples illustrated

by the following figures :

Figure 1 shows a first embodiment with a vertical sealing between the measuring

part and the medical fluid chamber.

Figure 2 shows a second embodiment with a horizontal sealing between the

measuring part and the medical fluid chamber.



Numerical references used in the drawings

1. Medical fluid

2 . Rigid chamber

3 . Inlet

4 . Outlet

5 . Elastic wall

6 . Sealing rib

7 . Sealing rigid wall surface

8 . Fluid tight chamber

9 . Transducer membrane

10. Transducer

11.0-ring

12. Ventilation channel

13. Ventilation chamber

14. Rigid element

15. Elastic wall external face

16. Measuring surface

The description below presents, among others, two solutions to couple a

measurement chamber, which is covered with a elastic form part, with a pressure

transducer. The two solutions shall be referred herein as vertical and horizontal

sealing.

Vertical sealing (figure 1)

The fluid 1, for which pressure has to be measured, is located within a rigid

chamber 2 which is forming part of a disposable. The chamber 2 has an inlet 3

and outlet 4 . The bottom of the rigid chamber 2 is externally sealed with an elastic

wall 5 . Additionally, the elastic wall 5 is equipped with a vertical sealing rib 6 of

circular shape.

This vertical sealing rib 6 can be pressed by instrument coupling with the circular

sealing wall surface 7 of the rigid chamber 2 against the interface plate of the



medical device. The sealing wall surface 7 of the rigid chamber 2 creates after

insertion a specific force onto the vertical sealing rib 6 to seal the inner system

against atmospheric pressure. The interface plate of the medical device is

equipped with a pressure transducer 10. The housing of the pressure transducer

is hermetic sealed against the atmospheric pressure with the O-ring 11. The

instrument coupling ensures, that the membrane 9 of the pressure transducer and

the elastic form part 5 will be attached to a small remaining distance, which

creates the final air chamber 8 .

To ensure, that after the coupling of disposable and instrument the parallel

positioning of the elastic form part 5 and the membrane 9 of the pressure

transducer 10 will be achieved, a circular space around the transducer housing 13

can be used to ventilate this system with the ventilation channel 12. At the outlet

of this ventilation channel a electromagnetic valve is connected (not shown in the

drawing).

Horizontal sealing (figure 2)

The fluid 1, for which pressure has to be measured, is located within a rigid

chamber 2 which is forming part of a disposable. The chamber 2 has an inlet 3

and outlet 4 . The bottom of the rigid chamber 2 is externally sealed with an elastic

wall 5 .

Additionally, the elastic form part 5 is equipped with horizontal sealing geometry 6

in circular shape.

This horizontal sealing geometry 6 will be pressed by instrument coupling in-

between the circular sealing wall 7a of the medical device and the partial

chamber wall 7b of the rigid chamber 2 and creates after insertion a sealing

against atmospheric pressure. The circular sealing wall 7a of the medical device

is located above and around a assembled pressure transducer 10. The housing of

the pressure transducer is hermetic sealed against the atmospheric pressure with

the O-ring 11 . The instrument coupling ensures, that the membrane 9 of the



pressure transducer and the elastic form part 5 will be moved together to a small

remaining distance, which creates the final air chamber 8 .

To ensure, that after the coupling of disposable and instrument the parallel

positioning of the elastic form part 5 and the membrane 9 of the pressure

transducer 10 will be achieved, a circular space around the transducer housing

can be used to ventilate this system with the ventilation channel 12. At the outlet

of this ventilation channel a electromagnet valve is connected (not shown in the

drawing).

How the system works

In the presence of positive pressure in the liquid 1, the elastic form part 5 will be

pushed towards the pressure transducer 10. This mechanical movement will

compress the air volume 8 and the increased air pressure will be transmitted to

the pressure transducer 10. In the presence of negative pressure in the liquid 1,

the elastic form part 5 will be moved in the opposite direction. In this case, the air

volume 8 will be decompressed and the decreased air pressure will be transmitted

to the pressure transducer 10.

Coupling and Sealing Control

To monitor the correct disposable - instrument coupling and sealing, the

ventilation channel shall be closed during the engagement. Therefore a specific

overpressure will be created within the air chamber 8 during the coupling and

travel process. As soon as the sealing geometry (vertical or horizontal) will trap

the air between the elastic form part 5 and the transducer membrane 9, the air

pressure within the chamber 8 will increase. This increased pressure signal shall

be transmitted and detectable by the pressure transducer. After a specific waiting



time, this pressure remains at a constant level, which can be used to confirm the

correct sealing against the atmospheric pressure. During opening of the

ventilation channel 12, a pressure drop to the atmospheric pressure level is

detectable. This procedure can be used to ensure and confirm the correct

engagement between disposable and instrument.



Claims

1. Fluid pressure measuring unit for medical devices comprising a medical

fluid chamber (2) defined by rigid walls and one elastic wall (5), said

medical fluid chamber (2) comprising a medical fluid inlet (3) and a medical

fluid outlet (4), characterized by the fact that it furthermore comprises a

pressure transducer ( 10) having a planar measuring surface (16), said

elastic wall (5) and said planar measuring surface ( 16) being parallel and

separated by a fluid tight chamber (8).

2 . Fluid pressure measuring unit according to the previous claim wherein said

elastic wall (5) and said transducer ( 10) are mechanically contacting each

others through at least one rigid element (14) and one elastic element ( 1 1) .

3 . Fluid pressure measuring unit according to the previous claim wherein the

external face (15) of said elastic wall (5) contains a sealing protrusion (6)

on its periphery which is adapted to insure a fluid tight sealing between

said elastic wall (5) and said rigid element (14).

4 . Fluid pressure measuring unit according to anyone of the previous claims

wherein said elastic wall (5) and said planar measuring surface ( 16) are

horizontal.

5 . Fluid pressure measuring unit according to anyone of the previous claims 1

to 3 wherein said elastic wall (5) and said planar measuring surface ( 16)

are vertical.

6 . Fluid pressure measuring unit according to the previous claim wherein said

sealing protrusion (6) has an annular shape and is extending vertically.

7 . Fluid pressure measuring unit according to claim 4 wherein said sealing

protrusion (6) has an annular shape and is extending horizontally.



8 . Fluid pressure measuring unit according to anyone of the previous claims

wherein said fluid tight chamber (8) comprises a ventilation channel ( 12).

9 . Fluid pressure measuring unit according to the previous claim wherein said

fluid tight chamber (8) comprises a circular groove ( 13) on its lateral wall,

said circular groove ( 13) being adapted to act as a ventilation chamber.

10. Fluid pressure measuring unit according to anyone of the previous claims

wherein said fluid tight chamber (8) is designed to contain a gas.

11.Fluid pressure measuring unit according to anyone of the previous claims 1

to 9 wherein said fluid tight chamber (8) is designed to contain a liquid.
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